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1.INTRODUCTION.

The consideration of exactly solvable models,i.e. some

simplified systems of many interaction particles which describe

the reel laws in some way is one of the most important problems

of statistical mechanics.This consideration contributes greatly

in our understanding of rather complicated problems of statis-

tical mechanics and,in particular,is useful for the adjustment

of the approximations applied.

In study of the model problems themselves exact methods

which do not use different forma of the perturbation theory

play on essential role.In the first place we must include in

these methods the approximating Hamiltonian method the basis of

which was built by Bogolubov in his fundamental investigations

in the theory of superfluidity ^ snd superconductivity .

Later in the works by BogolubovfJr.) '* ' the method of appro-

ximating Hamiltonians was developed for the wide class of mo-

del systems with the Hamiltonian of interaction constructed

with the bounded dynamical operators.The ideas put forward in

these works are uaed as a basis for the consideration with the

help of the approximating Hamiltonian method of a number of other

thermodynamlc problems:interaction of the many-particle system

with the boson field,systems with the non-polinomial interac-

tion, spin -systems with the long-range interaction.

!Ve shall not stop in detail on the review of the results

of this branch of investigations,but we shall point out only

the most essential features which-are typical for the applica-

tion of the approximating Hamiltonian method6'.
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The considered system described by the Hamiltonian H ia

a system of identical partioles interacting with aaoh other and

(or) with some external fields.In the approximating Hamlltonian

method the division of H into two parts 1B uBed:

the quadratic in farm! (or bose) field operators or linear in

Pauli operators Hamiltonian being ohosen as an "approximating"

Hamiltonian Ho\Ci depending on the set of C -numerical vari-

ation parameters.In thiB approach parameters ]^Cj arc ohosen

from the absolute minimum condition for the free energy function

constructed for the approximating Hamiltonian:

(1.2)

In this case one obtains equations for jCj which are named

self-consistent equations.After it the asymptotic oloseness (in

relation to the usual thonaodynamic limit transition: A/~* "Oy

"f-»0o, 7 = « w t ) of free energies oaloulated for the model and

approximating Hamiltonians is proved.The last step presents the

greatest mathematical difficulty and Just at this step the li-

mitations on the operators structure of the model Hamiltonian

emerge.

In the present paper the method the characteristic featu-

re of which is the transference of difficulties of studing the

difference of the free energy betwen model and approximating

systems on the self-consistent equations .obtained as a result

of the requirement of coinoidenoe (as ~)T-*e>o ) of these free

energies.At any rate we obtain more complicated self-consis-

tent equations,but expand the class of eaaotly solvable model

systems.



2. SELF-CONSISTENT EQUATIONS AND THB GENERAL FORMULATION OF

THE METHOD.

We shall oonaidar tha questions of the possibility of cal-

culating the free energy of a system with the help of the appro-

ximating Hamiltonian possaslng a simpler operator form than the

initial Hamiltonian named the model one.

Let our system be described by the Hamiltonian

where Ho *s a f r 8 e Hamiltonian quadratic with respeot to ore-

stlon end annihilation operators (or linear with respect to

Pauli-operators); n< -is a Hamiltonian accounting for the in-

teraction in the system.

The free energies per unit volume for th« system with

the Hamiltonian I is definid in the following way:

(2.2)

here p = 0 -is the temperature of the system ; V -is its

volume; tv -is the number of particles.

(2.4)

and Pierls-

(2.5)

(2.6)

At the thermodynamic limit t ransi t ion t ~f— ao,

we have

Let us make use of tha known Goldon-Thompsonv

Bogolubov*° ' inequations:

Let us introduee,besides,the rpproximeting Hamiltonian H o \CJ

depending on the numerable aet of C-number parameters iC-j

which shall be named to as self-consistent parameters henceforth.

._. -3-

Further we shall consider tha oase of the only one such o pa-

rameter for oonv*ni«nce.Tb.en

H= H ()

With the help of {2.5) and (2.*6) w« have for the system (2.7)

j
The quantity in the right-hand side of (2.9) oan b« rather sim-

ply oalculated for the quadratic with raspeot to the field ope-

rators Hamiltonien Hofc) w l t n tn« n 9 lP o f t n a statistical ¥iok-

Blooh-de Dominiais theorem* .

Since our aim is the asymptotioally exact calculation of

the free energy of the model system it is natural to require proo-

eeding from (2.9) that

(*.1o)

i

Thus we arrive to the following statement.If the self-consistent

parameter C is chosen as a solution of the equation (2.1o) the

free energy / \\\\ of tha model system is l[_H<i(Z]i~\+6'*i y<Ht<$\

where C is the solution of (2,'io) to be found.In this case

"C realizes the absolute minimum of tha right-hand side of

the inequality (2.9).Thus in this approach the problem of the

possibility of the exact in the thermodynamic limit calculation

of the free energy of the model system is connected with the

possibility of the solution of the self-consistent equation (2.1o)

Here the operator structure of the Hamiltonian H has no disi-

sive significance for the prlnoipift possibility of the exact

calculation of the free energy with the help of approximating

Hemiltonian method.



Proceeding from the inabilities (2.9) one oan formulate

the problem of th» asymptotically exact osloulation of tha fr«e

energy function for the moael system also In the following way:

If we rewrite the aquation (2.11) in the form:

we shall discover the connection between the construction of the

asymptotically exaot solution with the help of the approximating

Hamiltonlan method and the Feynman variation principle' .In

this approach the eq.(2.12) has the sense of the requirement to

the "variation" self-consistent parameters which,as it will be

shown in our work,for a number of classes of model systems pro-

vide the oolneidanoe of free energies of the model and approxi-

mating systems in the thermodynamic limit.

Let us now write down our aelf-consistent eg.(2.10) in the

more convenient form.We denote -

One can write th« following differential equation for

H
Taking into account the Initial condition

{2.13)

one oan write the solution of the equation (2.1J)

-BM -f?H C

3J3& "*" f J

(2.14)

the form:

Then the self-consistent equation takes the form
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T p
From {2.9),(2.10> and (2.'16) wa a«a that our method glvaa the

asymptotically eiaot solution,i.e.the self-consistent equation

(2."12) win have the solution IT the following oondltion In

satisfied:

-L
T

So we hava obtained the general scheme of determining the

free energy of a ayatent with the help of the self-consistent

equations method.It should be noted that In this approach there

are no limitations on the operator structure of Ko and Hf

(exoept the requirement of the existenoe of the corresponding

averages and free energies).Therefore using this method one aen

aonsider model Hemiltonlans oonstruotad on the unbounded opera-

tors,for example bose-systema with pair interactions.*

5. MQDBL SYSTEM 0? BC3 TYPE.

Let UB consider the modal Hamilton!an of th« following

form*5':

where

^ t and fa are creation and annihilation operators of fermlona

in the state with "momentum" b=

Let us construot the approiimating Hamlltonian



Then.in accordance with the idea of the approximating Haailto

nian method'6'

it

Correspondingly

Hift)

77?

0 6
Now we shall calculate the quantity <m>[J?//f/oj];> included
Into the aelf-consistent eqation (2."1!?)

where the designations

<«-'V
and

e Wick-B

J,. 4
Using the Wick-Bloch-de Dominioio theorem,one can repre-

sent the average under the summation sign in the Infinite row

for < gF H < > ^ to he found in the form:

-Up-
1 ij y"
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Here it baa been tekan into account that by virtue of the ohoiae

of 71 in ths form (3.ri2):

Thus

and in view of the remarks of the p.1 we see that the given quant-

ity Is the constant independent of tho volume.

form:

or

Thus in our model the 3elf-consistent equation takes the
C

We seeroh the solution of this equation in the form

(3.6)

where Co and Q do not depend on the volume If .Then

we find from (3.5):

Performing the thermodjnamio limit transition we hare:

Eq.(3.8) la the known self-consistent equation for the given

model*-*' which realizes the minimum 1 [ Ki (t) J .We note that

Ofor this C the quantity <^i(c)>o -O .

Henceforth we shall use the one technique whloh will b-1..



stratad on the model investigated in this seotion.

We construct Ho(̂ "-) in the following way:

here

The constant

that is

will be found from -Che condition

Then

-(?Hf/o)
-=e <e

It can be shoun that in tha thermodynamio limit the last expres-

sion doea not make a contribution in the aalf-cosistent equation

and so the self-consistent equation in the form (3^8) can ba

obtained again.

Quite analogously ona can consider the Luban model Hamil-

tonian* ' for the Bose-gas and obtain the iaioun self-consistent

equation.

4. MODEL SYSTEM WITH POSITIVE AMD NEGATIVE COUPLING CONSTANTS.

MINIMA! PRINCIPLE.

It follows from tha general schema of the proposed method

that for thermodynamically exact calculations of the free ener-

gy of the model system it is nessery to minimize the right-hand

side of the initial BP inequality (2.6) or (2.9) and to test

the validity of the condition of tha self-consistence (2.16) in

tha thermodynamic limit.In this approach the form of th« inte-

raction Hamiltonian ia determined only by the possibility to

obtain, tha self-consistent solution but does not depend on poai-

tiveness or negativeness of the interaction constants.In the

-9-

caaa of the interaction potentials of the definite sign the me

thod can be simplified greatly and one arrive at the known

"minimal" condition by Bogolubov(Jr.)' '.

Let us consider the following model system :

Here certain requirements connected with tha limited of the

norm of tha operators Doi are put on the operators ̂ j,

In the spacisl case

we have tha analog of the system of BCS type with the constants

of different signa

Let us now introduce the operator

Than the initial Hamiltonlen (4.1) takes the form:

H= T - «nr<£ 3* r?i s& (4-5)
Let us now Introduce tha approximating Hamiltonian form

Taking into account (2.9) we have

where are defined from the aolf-consiatant eqation

l
In this case

-10-



Further ,

•-.107

Taking into account (2.9),(2.10^ and positiveness of coupling

constants ( Q ^ ^ O ) and convexity of the free energy function,

(4.12)

where t> ia the solution realizing ""}#' £ ]_Ko^iSj]J .

Thus we f inally obtain the known "minima*" principle for tha

model Hamiltonian (4.1):

(4.'13)

Nota that in tha approach proposed this principle can ba popu-

larize on the systems with non-limitad in norm operators.

5. MODBL WITH N0NP0LTH0MIAL INTERACTION.

In tha papers' ' ' tha wide class of model systems

with polinomial and non-polinomial intaraotion was studied on

the way or development of the method of BogolubovfJr.).At that

rate it proved to be possible to show the thermodynamic equ-

(19)
ivalenoe1 •" of the initial model Hemiltonien and tha appro«ifc-

ating one oonstiuoted In the special way with the help of the

majoration estimates method of Bogolubov(Jr.)'6'.In this seo-

-u-

tion we shall show how the self-consistent equations method

works for auch models.

us consider the model Hamiltonian of the following

The operator c a n *>• defined by tha method of the spect-

ral theory'2 '#w« shall suppose that the function Vfy) is de-

fined in the closed Interval l_-Mt

has the bounded second derivative;

of the real axis R. and

(5.2)

Whlthout limiting of a community we can believe that the follo-

wing conditions are valid:

Let u» now oonstruct the approximating Hamiltonian form:

Than

~H

(5.5)

end expansionwhere we use the spectral representations for

in Tailor row for ¥(x) near 0(-C .

Here \C(c) is non-operator funotion chosen from the oondition

The Hamiltonian

[Q > <°hA = O for any C. (5.6)

oan b* represented »loo in such way:

Then,following our method

-12-



If *- is ohos«n from tht condition:

&*

Hera C must be a solution of the equition for the determi-

nation ivn'n

to
(5.

Let us solve eq.(5.10):

^C

(5.11)

(5.12)

£ 5.'13)

where the following designation is used:

Thus ^ is chosen as a solution of the equation

(5.14)

(5.15)

In order to proTo the therraodynamic equiralenca of tho systems

with Hamiltonians (5.1)and (5.*) one must show that for C

satisfying the condition (5.15), i.e. realizing tru*

the following condition is valid:

(5.16)

Then the self-oonslstent equation for this problem will be satis-

fied In tho 1;hermodynflmio limit; C will b« det«rmin«d from

(5.̂ 15) and for this C the Hamiltoniana (5.11) and (5.*? will

be thermodynamioally equivalent.

Since *HC) - - i s a C -number function

and

Correspondingly,by virtue of (5.6) and (5.7) MQ has the form

M

Than,taking into account (5.3),we have

Thuo we finally obtain for Ut) f°) :

'v -

and the quantity Aj to be found is

(5.19)

(5.20)

, , 2 1 ,



So,if wo prove that *v-* c&*ir the result to be found will

be obtained.In the case of the modal of BC3 type considered in

sec. 3 we have the explicit form of ty/Ati/and. the condition for

&/J is obtained with the help of the statistical Wick theorem

by direct calculations.Lot us try in the givan case to write the

condition on the averages of the operators f/hj) tor which (5.21)

will be a constant equel.for example,to 1.We shall also prove

that at that rate the aelf-oonaistant equation takes tha

o (5.22)

On this purpose let ua consider the following approximating Ha-

miltonien instead of (5.4):

(5.23)

Then

and,certainly

Then using the spectral representation for T/At/J one can not*

that i f the condition

1 • ' ~ (5.25)

is satiafiea for C = <'4*/'o
 t h a self-consistent eq.:

ocoursjin this eaaa:

(5.26)

In obtaining eq.(5.26) i t was takan Into aocount thot for C=C

satiafying the condition C—<Anĵ c> *» have:

\C}(Z)=O, (5.27)

since

**J>. -

and the conditions (5.25) are satisfied.

At that rate the condition (5.26) is also satisfied.Thus

the result of the paper'18' his been obtained.

We shell consider the statistical system of the Ising

type with constant exchange interaction of infinite range placed

into the eternal field l\ as an example.

(5.28)

(5.29)

we see thetIntroducing the operator Ati ~77<z-

(5.28) oan b« rewritten in the form:

///£/ (5.30)

Therefore the procedure noted in this section oan be applied to

(5.3») taking

(5.31)

(5.32)



Determining C from the condition

ona oan prove that in this case

and then we have for the free energy in the thermodynamio limit:

(5.35)

(181In the work1lo' several other ezemples of the systems of the

type described in this section were considered.

Hitherto we studied the model systems with separable

interaotion(the model of BCS type,the model with non-polynomial

Interaction).In the next seotion the model of Bose-systea with

pair Interaction with non-separable kernel will be oonsidered.

6.MODEL OF NOH-IDEAL BOSS-013.

Let us consider the system of Bose-particlea without

spins with the Hamilton!an of the form

where

(6.3)

Let us write down the Hamlltonisn (6.1) in terms of density

operators Q- and Pa .We trasform the second tern in (6.1).'if if

-17-

oftl

(k)Z*f

L»t us introduse the operator of particles density:

(6.4)

Then

It is olear from the definition (6.4) that

(6.5)

Besides,in view of the ?ourier-image definition of the inte-

raction potential $ty> we have

where ^(OJ-is a potential of apair Interaction of Booe-par-

tiales for \*\-fi\ ~0.

Thus the initial Hamiltonlan n oan T>e written in the

form U - LI + Ut «6.-6)

-18-



Lot ua now construct the approximating Haniltonian:

, (6.10)

(6.11)

The constant A will bo chosen from the condition

It is clear that *-J> H3 .Hence:

Here we have taken into account that Jlp) aatiafiea the eq.(6.3),

ffa may finfi the solution of eq.{2.16) in this case as Cp - C- .

Let us now show that in the thermodynamic limit

Then the condition (2.17) will be true and we shall prove the

thermodynamic equivalence in our systems (6.6) and (610^.

We shall remined that

}J

-19-

and then <

where

Let ue now make Use of thestatiotlcal Wick theorem*1":

a1

where we take into account that averages are calculated for

the diagonal operator / .Then

where the designation for the average number of particleo

with momentum j> is introduced: #. — ^<ftr% >«» .

So,we must show that

We have

A *
Further,talcing into account the expression for rlf we obtain

- 2 0 -



Tbus we have for the difference to be found:

j

Let us now consider the ("l-th term In A .We shall use the sta

tistical Wiok thaorem.Then taking into consideration the expli

cit form of i we obtain that

* JE

n >
In obtaining the last formula we took into account by virtue of

diagonallty of the operator V with which a l l the averages are

calculated *J\ conditions arebutting onSn momenta in the ft-**

sum for h , i . e . only Yi summations will retain in the sum,whioh

in accordance with the thermodynamic limit transition gives us

r J...
and so tlf the condition of convergence of the Tailor row ia

aatlsfied) the oonstant h does not depend on the volume "V .

Thus the free energy of our system i-UH in the thBrmody-

namie limit is

where the self-consistent parameters ere determined from the

solution of the self-consistent eqetion:

The approximating Hamlltonian has the form

-re*

t6.15)

(6.19)

The Hamiltonian Hofc) oan be diagonalized ' with the help

of the generalized oanonloal Bogolubov ^•^-transformation* ':

In our case we can set Upt—O or Vng ~O .After the tran-

sformation (6.29) the approximating Hamiltonian takes the form:

(6.16)

where t^fCJ is a c -number quantity.

The free energy for the model Hamiltonian in the thermo-

dynamics limit has the form:

-)f*oo l i p

Spectrum ^(p) C/ i> a solution of the corresponding cha-

racteristic eqation for the system of "U-u -coefficients in

(6 .17 ) ( 2 2 ) .

Note that the case of Fsrmi-ges with the pair interac-

tion can be considered quite analogously.The difference will be

in the character of the spectrum Efpj ZJ tEo{CJ^ which appears

when we take into account the sntioommutetlonal relations for

Fermi-operators.
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